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Haemotronic designs, manufactures and sells  
worldwide a broad range of medical devices and 
plastic medical components. 

With 30+ years expertise we offer a fully integrated 
service to Medical and Pharmaceutical industries, 
from design and prototyping to a sterile, ready-to-
market medical device.

Our Total Quality system and all manufacturing 
facilities are ISO qualified and FDA approved. 

We successfully combine flexibility, readyness 
and involvement of a family owned business 

with a clear target on innovation and innovation and 
internationalizationinternationalization. 

Few words about our CompanyFew words about our Company……





Manufacturing Expertise:Manufacturing Expertise:

-- Integrated ApproachIntegrated Approach

-- CustomCustom--made Solutionsmade Solutions

2012: 18M+       
PVC-Free bags 

2012: 18M+       
PVC-Free bags 



TRADITION IN PVCTRADITION IN PVC--FREE BAGSFREE BAGS
Since late 80’s we believed in a IV solutions / IV drugs container 
manufactured without using PVC materials.

In early 90’s we created an innovative concept that led to world first 
multi chamber bag with peelable seal for haemofiltration therapy

The trend now is finally steering more and more towards 
PVC-Free products for known medical and enviromental 
concerns.

Blood bags are today still one of biggest «stronghold»
for PVC: that’s why we are so eager and committed to 

develop a viable alternative.



KNOWLEDGE IN BLOOD THERAPIESKNOWLEDGE IN BLOOD THERAPIES

Haemotronic shows even from 
its name deep roots in blood 
business.  
Still today our main market is 
related to dialysis and  we have 
a strong know-how on 

�Extracorporeal blood circuits 
(up to 72h of continous use)  

�Transfusion sets

�Blood management sets



Innovation creates success 
being innovative in our business is one of the 

keys to being successful in this competitive age. 

Innovation is a vision of the introduction of new 
products or processes, new ways of doing things 

and revolutionizing how things have been 
accomplished previously. 

Innovation isn't just about improvement; it's 
much more than that. Improvement is taking 

what you have and making it better - doing more 
of the same but better, whereas innovation is 
about discovering new methods and making 

changes.

We have some bright  ideas!



A wide array of challenges!A wide array of challenges!



Mattia Ravizza
Business Development Manager

mattia.ravizza@haemotronic.it

Thank you!

Questions?Questions?


